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Opening up the view for a unique Dog Hotel & Brewery

Case Study

Project:
BrewDog
Columbus, Ohio

Installing Dealer:
Raymond Storage 
Concepts 
Cincinnati, Ohio
 
Product:
Full-View Aluminum
Model 3295
Bronze Powder-coat
Tinted Insulated Glass
Chain Hoist Operation
Full-Vertical Lift

Construction Type:
New Construction

Summary 
Beer lovers rejoice as BrewDog’s DogHouse opened the world’s first beer themed 
restaurant, brewery and hotel complex outside of Columbus, Ohio. The DogHouse 
offers unique views of the brewing process, a beery assortment of spa treatments, 
shower fridges stocked with BrewDog brew and an education on brewing. Fury dog 
companions are encouraged to come and enjoy the venue with their owners..

Challenges 
BrewDog, a Scotland-based beer maker, wanted this world class experience to 
be unique and impressive. It was important that the exterior architecture present a 
modern, fun design while embracing the transparent nature and inclusiveness of the 
DogHouse’s theme.
 
How the Product Helped
Full-View glass garage doors running along the courtyard side of the facility 
incorporate the beautiful, modern lines that match the glass within the rest of the 
facility. They also provide maximum functionality to allow for reshuffling of the venue 
and easy access to the brewery.
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Additional Insights
• The Midwest location of this unique venue means that 
during the winter, the doors provide a critical barrier for 
the heated space. But on warm days, the doors can be 
opened to create a seamless inclusive party inside and 
out.

• This installation required some unique customization 
of the spring layout and commercial track layouts. C.H.I. 
Customer Service & Engineering department were 
able to provide detailed layout schematics to ensure a 
seamless install.
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Connect with a C.H.I. Dealer

Let C.H.I help you with your next building project. 

Learn more about C.H.I Commercial Doors

https://www.chiohd.com/find-a-dealer
https://www.chiohd.com/commercial-doors/full-view

